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Quaking Aspen in Utah: Integrating Recent Science with Management

By Paul C. Rogers and Samuel B. St. Clair

On the Ground

- Quaking aspen is widely regarded as a key resource for humans, livestock, and wildlife with these values often competing with each other, leading to overuse of aspen in some locations and declines.
- We review trends in aspen science and management, particularly in Utah. Historically, research conducted here holds a prestigious place in international aspen circles.
- We highlight recent studies continuing the tradition to keep rangeland managers informed of important developments, focusing on aspen functional types, historical cover change and climate warming, ungulate herbivory, and disturbance interactions.
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From the boreal forest in the north to central Mexico and from the Pacific Coast to New England, quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.) is the most widespread tree species on the North American continent. The media often trumpets the impending doom of aspen in the American West, yet in Utah we commonly see thriving aspen forests accenting high elevation conifer and meadow landscapes. Groves of ‘quakies’ not only provide valued forage for livestock, they also offer rich biodiversity, water storage capacity, wildlife habitat, aesthetic elements, recreation uses, and fire protection. It is important for us to understand what is happening to aspen in our area, what factors affect their condition, and what prescriptions can be taken to increase ecosystem resilience in aspen forests. As with many complex natural resource issues, restoration of critical ecological processes (e.g., sustainable plant–animal interactions, disturbance regimes, soil development) that interact with competing human needs requires informed participation by a wide contingent of stakeholders.

Science and management of quaking aspen forests is rapidly evolving and much of that development is playing out in Utah. This follows a long tradition of aspen research originating in the state. A key, long-established, tenant of aspen ecology is the species’ capacity to reproduce both asexually via root suckers and sexually from seed germination. Large groups of aspen trees may be genetically identical clones, many of them still connected by root networks. Traditional practices rely heavily on swift suckering responses following burning or cutting but until recently less notice has been paid to the management ramifications of seedling establishment. Another, perhaps less appreciated, cornerstone of aspen sciences is that stands come in two primary forms (Fig. 1): seral (meaning they are relatively short-lived and eventually overtopped by competing conifers) and stable (not competing with conifers, long-term growth in pure or nearly pure stands of aspen). These overarching themes, reproduction and aspen function, are critical to restorative practices, otherwise well-intended actions may lead to aspen loss.

This survey of quaking aspen literature in Utah updates range managers on developments in the field with an eye toward improved and adaptive practices. Seminal works of the past made great strides in translating the findings of aspen research to field practitioners. More recently, we helped produce a compendium of review articles for a Special Issue of Forest Ecology and Management. Our objectives in the present work are to use these sources, alongside more recent efforts, to examine aspen science as it applies to management within the context of Utah. Specifically, we will: 1) examine key issues affecting aspen communities in the state, 2) explore recent developments in the aspen sciences, much of it centered within Utah, and, 3) place the first two objectives in the context of changing management perspectives. This timely update should spur rangeland, forest, and wildlife managers to engage researchers working in the field, as well as inspire

---

1 The 70th Annual Society of Range Management Annual Meeting will be held in St. George, Utah 29 January–2 February 2017. This article highlights Utah range science and management. For more information on SRM Red Rock & Rangelands 2017 see http://rangelands.org/srm17/.

collaboration across managerial and agency lines, toward benefiting the state’s aspen resources at-large.

**Key Issues**

*Cover Change, Climate Warming*

We often hear about a great change in aspen cover since Euro-American settlement or the imminent demise (a.k.a., ‘sudden decline’) of contemporary aspen. While there is some truth to such claims, in reality aspen extent and health across Utah are quite variable. Nonetheless, early post-settlement influences across the state did leave an imprint; settlers used fire abundantly to clear land after logging and create forage following often intense grazing. Similarly, at least in northern Utah, unregulated hunting depleted large herbivores like elk by the early 20th century, which likely had positive effects on aspen recruitment. Cessation of burning practices, by natives and settlers alike, as well as implementation of fire suppression by
state and federal agencies, quickly reversed these positive trends and persisted through most of the next 100 years. There is debate if fire suppression had widespread impacts on aspen communities, as the 20th century was unusually wet climatically, and much of this time suppression techniques were variably effective depending on forest types and firefighter accessibility.9,10 Regardless of cause, many seral aspen communities witnessed a decline over this period as conifer succession advanced. Stable communities were largely unaffected due to their limited flammability.10 Because seral aspens are more common in Utah, an overall reduction of aspen cover likely resulted.11 This trend might be expected to reverse as warming temperatures are predicted to increase wildfire, which favors aspen renewal at some locations, while associated drought may limit aspen habitat at vulnerable low elevation sites.12

**Ungulate Herbivory**

Quaking aspen stands are widely revered by range and wildlife managers alike for their high productivity and nutrition of the understory forage. Young aspen suckers are utilized as forage by deer, elk, cattle, and sheep. Late in the growing season aspen are a particularly important forage source for ungulates.13 Fortunately, aspen leaves contain defense compounds (phenolic glycosides and condensed tannins) that may reduce herbivores, at least partly, from devouring young suckers.14 Aspen genotypes (clones) differ in their level of defense compounds.15 However, with high animal concentrations—often a mix of wild and domestic herbivores on the same landscape—defense mechanisms may not sufficiently deter browsing on regenerating aspen. If these consumption patterns persist over many years, aspen forests tend to lose their younger age cohorts resulting in stands with less structural complexity. This situation seems most serious in stable aspen forests where uncommon large disturbances offer little prospect of broad forest regeneration.

The giant “Pando” aspen clone in central Utah is a prime example of a stable aspen community threatened by herbivory. This 106 acre, genetically identical, stand of approximately 47,000 stems was first identified in the 1970s using physical traits and later confirmed by advanced genetic techniques.16,17 Though we cannot precisely determine the age of the entire Pando clone, individual stems of mature trees are between 100 and 120 years old. There are very few stems younger than this and stable aspen forests are dependent on complex age and size structure for resilience against abiotic and biotic stress.6 Browsing by cattle and deer in the Pando clones appear to have severely limited regrowth of young aspen suckers over recent decades, and mature trees are rapidly dying off resulting in a critical state of affairs for this iconic grove.13 (Thus far, we have been unable to find clear evidence that elk are browsing at Pando.) Currently, efforts by the U.S. Forest Service to protect regrowth of the clone from browsers are underway, but vigilance in adaptive monitoring and management will be imperative if Pando is to be preserved (Fig. 2).

At a broader scale, browsing by livestock and wildlife are affecting long-term sustainability of aspen to varying degrees.18
The combination of drought and herbivory poses a significant problem for many aspen forests. For example, a large-scale study examined the effects of cattle and deer on drought-prone forests in the Book Cliffs region of eastern Utah and found that nearly all stands exhibited non-sustainable levels of recruitment. In this instance, elk use correlated highly with greater browse levels (the strength of this correlation was about twice that of cattle and deer). Across Cedar Mountain in southern Utah, where cattle are uncommon and wild ungulate populations are relatively small, sheep utilization appears to play a larger role in limiting aspen recruitment. A recent survey of aspen regeneration in stable aspen forests across central and southern Utah found that 60% of surveyed stands had low levels of unpalatable browsing with high recruitment, 32% had intermediate levels of browsing with some evidence of recruitment, and 8% exhibited recruitment failure due to ungulate browsing (Rhodes and St. Clair, unpublished).

Several different management approaches have been proposed in areas with high ungulate use. The presence of large carnivores, such as wolves, grizzly bears, and cougars, may deter aspen browsing by keeping livestock and wildlife on the move. Domestic livestock may be more easily herded to prevent over-browsing of aspen, although this intensified management will likely increase costs for producers. Range and wildlife managers are now working collaboratively to curtail recruitment failure while continuing to sustainably utilize forage resources. Increasing targeted elk hunts where monitoring demonstrates poor recruitment, as well as potential hazing by range riders are two options that may successfully curtail browsing by wild ungulates. Where wild and domestic species overlap (spatially and seasonally) innovative strategies such as pasture rotations and longer rest periods (i.e., 3-5 years) may be combined with elevated hunting levels. Such practices should be closely coordinated with active monitoring to gauge the progress of new aspen recruitment on threatened aspen landscapes (Fig. 3). Cooperative research and monitoring, as well as prudent use of fire, tree harvest, and post-treatment protection, will be required to increase aspen recruitment in areas with high ungulate herbivory.

**Disturbance Interactions**

Aspens normally respond well to disturbance, often regenerating vigorously through root suckering following such events. Climate has a stronger influence on wildfire ignitions and extent than fire suppression, though fire suppression is often cited as a chief cause of long-term aspen decline. The 20th century was unusually wet for Utah (and much of the West) and as a result of this pattern of fire occurrences and sizes were relatively limited. However, more recent trends describe a changing pattern of precipitation—specifically, similar overall precipitation, but less as snow and more as rain, and earlier and longer seasonal drying—alongside warming temperatures in the state. These trends should favor increased and multiple disturbances, such as fire and epidemic insect mortality, that may favor aspen expansion and proliferation. In contrast, other researchers focusing on aspen habitat describe a scenario of shrinking aspen cover with a warming climate. There is further support for dieback attributed to acute drought and physiological collapse based on root cavitation (plant cell embolism with water deficiency), however, while this phenomenon has been demonstrated in local areas it remains to be seen if such processes will overwhelm opposing positive influences expected with warming trends. We expect further research will improve our understanding, although it is likely that both aspen expansion related to increased disturbance and cover reduction resulting from shrinking habitat will interact in complex ways across Utah.

Recent research in aspen forests of Utah suggests that appropriate management of fire can increase the resilience of aseral aspen forests. Aspen facilitates the establishment of conifer seedlings around their trunk base, which over time grow into mixed conifer-aspen stands. This establishment and expansion of conifers in close proximity to aspen trees creates competition for light and soil resources that increase aspen mortality rates in mid to late stages of succession. With advancing succession, the probability of fire increases dramatically due to the high flammability of conifers. However, if fire return intervals lengthen due to wetter climate periods or human suppression of fire, aspen mortality increases as regeneration capacity decreases. To improve the resilience of aspen forests recent work suggests limiting fire suppression in aspen stands as prescribed fire long before late aseral conditions (i.e., <10% aspen density) as a strong aspen regeneration response is desired.

Fire management can also play a critical role in increasing the resilience of aspen forest to ungulate herbivory according to recent studies conducted in Utah. This research posits that larger and more severe fires increase the resistance and tolerance of aspen to browsing by elk, deer, and cattle. Data show that aspen regeneration density and growth are greater following high severity fires, and that mammal browsing is lower partially due to aspen leaves containing higher concentrations of defense compounds. Regenerating aspen prefer sunlight, thus the strong growth response to high burn severity is at least partially driven by higher light conditions with overstory loss. However, there is also evidence that a loss of vegetation that ungulates use for cover and thermoregulation may limit habitat desirability. The positive effects of fire size are likely related to a browser dilution effect in which post-fire regeneration of aspen over a larger area saturates the browsing capacity of the ungulate community. These results suggest that larger, more severe fires increase the likelihood of successful aspen regeneration and recruitment in areas with intense browse pressure.

As we examine key issues as a whole, they may be seen as impediments to resilience that must be addressed as we face an uncertain future. Many of these issues are being directly examined in an applied context within Utah. A closer look at Utah-based research, integrated with broader aspen advances, describes a dynamic picture of an evolving field in which science and management in this state is playing a vital role.

**Utah-Based Aspen Research**

Aspen-related research within Utah has a long and prestigious history. Recent advances in the aspen sciences are augmenting that record. The following is a compendium of
brief updates on local research that is informing our understanding of aspen forests:

**Functional management.** Further clarity has developed around an old idea developed in Utah that not all aspens ‘behave’ alike. More recent work has clarified that there are distinct climatological, as well as ecological, niches among distinct aspen ‘types’. Stable aspens are more prone to drier sites with lower slope angles, though there is considerable environmental overlap with seral communities. Classification of aspen landscapes by functional characteristics is intended to aid appropriate management prescriptions that more closely emulate the natural processes, thereby increasing chances of higher long-term restoration success.

**Soil and carbon balance.** Researchers at Utah State University have been investigating the role of soil health in aspen and conifer stands. Specifically, they have documented greater long-term storage of soil organic carbon in stands that remain aspen-dominant. Greater quantities of silt and clay facilitate carbon storage and sequestration. This work suggests the benefits of managing for aspen include increases of 25% to 30% more mineral-associated soil organic carbon when compared to adjacent conifer-dominated stands. More generally, forest soils are an important ecological link to aspen conditions, and research in this area remains in its infancy. In addition to the important role carbon sequestration plays, we recommend greater focus on soils research related to biodiversity, soil retention, and water conservation.

**Species facilitation.** Perhaps the greatest benefit of aspen forests is that they support very high levels of understory plant diversity. Bowns and Bagley documented the severe transformation of understory communities in southern Utah as a result of long-term grazing. This richness is not only valued by livestock producers, it facilitates broader avian, mammal, and insect diversity. Even arboreal lichens benefit from the presence of aspen on the landscape. Among tree species, there is evidence from Utah to suggest that aspens facilitate establishment and growth of conifer seedlings, positing that loss of aspen forest may lead to loss of forest cover more broadly, at least as it affects some associate tree species.

**Regeneration ecology.** Recent advances in our understanding of aspen ecology include studies in Utah showing that multiple factors affect aspen regeneration success including fire characteristics, ungulate browsing, conifer expansion, and genetics. The success of aspen regeneration due to these factors then has cascading effects on the establishment success of associated conifer species that likely has strong impacts on the composition of the forest overstory and understory over time.

**Chemical defense.** Numerous works have shown that defensive chemical compounds found in aspen leaves and shoots are closely related to genotype. Research conducted in Utah in the last few years has demonstrated that the expression of defense compounds in aspen leaves varies depending on fire severity, low light conditions due to conifer expansion, cold temperatures, and pathogen attack (Call and St. Clair, unpublished). Higher production of phenolic glycosides in aspen leaves can decrease the browsing preference of elk and sheep. Based on this information it may be possible to re-establish aspen in areas with chronic ungulate browsing by using aspen genotypes with higher production of defense compounds or higher browse tolerance. The authors recognize that there are significant barriers to out-planting of aspen that must still be addressed in order to facilitate such a strategy.

**Changing Perspectives and Management Implications**

Conventional treatments to stimulate aspen regeneration are widely available, although we now know, given even modest herbivory, that a strong suckering response is often not enough to protect from post-treatment browsers. In order to sustain aspen on the landscape, land stewards are adopting “resilience management” strategies. In essence, this entails preserving options. Where fire was historically an important regenerative tool in seral aspen, judicious use of selective harvest practices and prescribed and wildland fire management may be invoked. A key component of resilience management means understanding ecological function: not all aspen stands are alike in terms of their ecology and earlier human impacts. Treating aspen as a “one-size-fits-all” prospect may cause irreversible damage. Thus, locally-based knowledge, current science, ongoing monitoring, course correction (where necessary), and institutional support—all key elements of “adaptive management”—provide a framework for resilience. The complexity of resilience management will require multiple disciplinary perspectives if it is to be successful. These approaches will become particularly important with further climate warming and increased disturbance in the West.

In any endeavor that includes multiple stakeholders there will be tradeoffs required to achieve ecological resilience in aspen that are compatible with human interests. First, we should be clear that not all aspen forests are in need of restoration in Utah. Many locations, commonly those at upper elevations where moisture is abundant and herbivory is limited, support thriving and diverse aspen systems. Second, the prospect of climate warming should not be invoked in a defeatist manner in which managers feel there is little that can be done. Managing for resilience does not mean resisting change or giving up; it does imply restoring sustainable conditions so that aspen forests have the greatest chance of responding positively to future conditions. We understand that the task of preserving Utah’s state tree will involve compromise and sacrifice by all stakeholders where actions are required. If restoring a rich forage in aspen landscapes is important to the livestock industry, as well as wildlife, recreation, and water conservation interests, there may be costs today that will preserve options for tomorrow. Such costs may include creative solutions, such as intensive rest/rotation approaches, temporarily reduced ungulate populations in areas of poor recruitment due to herbivory, allowance for more wildfire, temporary closures while aspens recover from
This article provides an update to aspen research and management within Utah. While earlier research efforts here played a major part in describing foundational concepts in aspen ecology, several recent advances have lead us to reexamine conventional practices. As described here, aspen forests are more diverse, both genetically and functionally, than many managers have assumed. These variances point toward important adjustments that may be required of managers if they are to responsibly address aspen issues such as domestic and wild ungulate herbivory, fire suppression, appropriate grazing and silviculture strategies, and changing drought and temperature patterns. Ecologically appropriate practices toward resilient communities—inclusive of myriad obligate plants and animals—should be the overarching goal of contemporary aspen management. While the current work focuses on activities in Utah, we believe much of the content herein applies broadly. In particular, 21st century aspen focuses on activities in Utah, we believe much of the content of contemporary aspen management. While the current work obligates plants and animals.
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